
Let’s Participate! Shapes, Spatial + Size Themes 

 

 

 

 
 

Dress-up Bear Puzzle 

The Wooden Bear Family Dress-Up Puzzle includes 45 sturdy, 

colorful mix-and-match pieces to spark imaginative play. 

Designed for preschool, this puzzle comes with a range of 

facial expressions and plenty of clothes to put together to 

create Mama, Papa, and Baby Bear characters. Puzzle pieces 

can be stored in the included wooden box, whose lid 

conveniently serves as a puzzle board. 

 

 

Bumpity Blocks 

Bumpity Blocks are a weighted foam alternative to classic 

blocks. The extra weight and unique texture of the blocks help 

to increase a child’s building control. The unique interlocking 

shapes encourage creativity in building.  Encourages 

constructive play, and provides visual, weighted, and tactile 

sensory input.   

 

 Magnetic Construction Kit 

These building materials have magnets safely built in to make 

building as easy as possible. Children can stick them together 

quickly and easily - from any angle. The set includes 36 jumbo-

sized pieces up to 5 1/4" long.  

 

 Light-up Pyramid 

This product encourages developing cause-and-effect skills 

while providing visual and tactile sensory input. When the 

pyramid is pushed down, it lights up or changes the colors of 

the lights.  
 

The light-up pyramid shape can be a motivating item for use 



during an activity in which various items are placed in front 

of/behind it, etc.  
 

 

 
 

Magnatiles 

Magna-Tiles includes tiles of 3 shapes and sizes. These tactile, 

colorful translucent shapes are sized just right and easy to 

use, whether creating designs on a flat surface or building in 

3-D. Basic shapes are learned through play. This set develops 

patterning, shape recognition, building, and problem solving 

skills. 

 

 

 

 
 

Memory Match 

This wooden board includes 8 different memory games for 

matching. The wooden space covers are slightly raised for 

easier pick up. 
 

Describe using spatial terms: on top, below, next to, etc. Could 

make a shape matching board. 
 

 

 

 
 

Nuts & Bolts 

Use these oversized geometrically shaped nuts and bolts to 

sort, match, manipulate, and fit together with twist and turn 

movements. 48 pieces (24 pairs of nut and bolt) with four 

geometrical shapes.  

 

 



 

 

 
 

Tape Measure  

This “pretend” Tape Measure is a great introduction to 

measurement through play, seeing how different items 

measure up in inches and centimeters- up to 3 feet. Its large 

size is perfect for small hands, featuring durable plastic 

construction and easy-grip handles. The turning crank 

develops motor skills as children wind the tape back into 

place.  
 

 
 

Snap Bags 

Throwing and catching are made easy with two Snap Bags 

linked together. Connect more for larger bags. They create a 

calming presence when all six are attached and used as a 

shoulder or lap weight. Snap Bags open an entirely new world 

of gross-motor, fine-motor and social skill game opportunities. 
 

 
 

GeoBoard - App 

Children stretch bands around pegs to form line segments and 

shapes of various sizes. Starts with 5X5 peg boards and 8 band 

colors. 

 

 

Slide & Spin – App 

An app to help kids develop spatial and fine motor skills for 

touchscreens using four basic motions: turning, sliding, 

spinning, and pushing a button. 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

Shape Builder – App 

This app is designed for the early puzzle maker and has 15 

puzzles of familiar items to complete. A child drags the piece 

to the outlined shape; no piece turning necessary.  

 
 

Busy Shapes – App 

This simple yet challenging app encourages children to handle 

simple objects through a series of puzzles, in which they place 

shapes into holes.  Children explore by moving the shapes and 

getting around barriers to get to the holes. The app regularly 

uses different objects, which keeps children interested and 

engaged. 

 

 

 


